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Recon:

cars. Most of the paint was all brush work and later
I moved to spray cans.

Patcon 2005 – Sept 10, 2005 – Reading, MA Contact Bart
Navarro bb396ss@comcast.net or 617-590-6676

In 1969, I entered the Navy and most of my
modeling was set aside for a while. I am a plank
owner of Seal Team Six. I served in Vietnam. In
my military career, I served in Hal 3 Det 7, UDT
21, Seal Team Team Two and Seal Team Six.

AMPSEast 2005 – Sept 17, 2005 – Newburgh, NY Contact
Olaf Kievit 860-409-0631 or ampsct@comcast.net
14th Cape Cod Show – Sept 25, 2005 – West Barnstable, MA
Contact Ron 508-394-5513
Model Festival 2005 – October 9, 2005 – Milford, CT
Contact Mike Gondor albatrossDV@aol.com
Granitecon XIII – October 16, 2005 – Nashua, NH Contact
ipmsgsmc@hotmail.com
Baycon 2005 – November 6, 2005 – So Attleboro, MA
Contact Bob Magina, treadhead@comcast.net or 508-6957754
Downeastcon 2006 – April 29, 2006 – Biddeford, ME
Contact
Noreastcon 2006 – May 19-20, 2006 – Marlboro, MA
Contact Bob Magina, treadhead@comcast.net or 508-6957754

The Modeler’s Bench

– Mike McDade

Sometime in the mid 70’s I started modeling again.
This time it was mostly aircraft and ships. It was at
this time that I started to get serious about the hobby
and got into detailing. I started to get quite a
collection of models. But as we all know, in the
Military, we end up transferring duty stations every
few years and all extra hobbies must take a back
seat.
I retired from the Military in 1990 and went into
business for myself. This left very little time to
pursue my hobby. I moved back to New England in
1994 to care for my mother who was very sick with
cancer. At that time, I met Denise who became my
wife on October 15, 2000. Since then most of my
spare time is spent working on my models.
My favorite models are still aircraft and ships. I
joined the club in July of 2003 and then I really
found our just how much I didn’t know about
modeling. With the help of everyone in the club I
have really learned quite a bit and my models look a
lot more realistic.
At the present time I am working on a 1/96th scale
model of the Cutty Sark Clipper Ship with others in
reserve.

Hi guys! My name is Mike McDade. I started
modeling when I was about 11 years old. My first
models were the 1/24th scale AMT and Monogram
Bay Colony Historical Modelers - 12 Garrison Drive - Plainville, MA 02762
E-Mail – treadhead@comcast.net Web Page – http://ipmsbaycolony.com
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Tamiya 1/72nd Scale P-47 Razorback
by Hal Marshman Sr.
Let me preface this review by saying that I am for the most
part, a 1/48th scale builder, with occasional forays into 1/32nd
and 1/72nd. This model was the result of just such a foray.
Additionally, anyone who is so closely associated with a
certain airplane as I am with the old Jug, certainly is obliged to
do a review on such a well publicized kit as this is. Okay, so
let’s look at the kit!
The model is cast in the normal light gray plastic, with finely
engraved surface detail,
Raised where necessary. It has been suggested that this is a
pantagraphed down duplicate of Tamiya’s superlative 1/48th
kit, but there are a few differences that say no to that
suggestion.
The cockpit is really great, and would be a credit to a 1/48th
kit The only extras I put in were my standard scratch built
seatbelts made from masking tape. All other interior portions
are equally well done, being the wheel covers and wells. The
gear themselves are pettily cast, with full cover wheels that
need only a pass or two with a file to show weight. The tail
wheel and covers are also represented with well done
components. The engine is superbly rendered. You are
provided with two props, being both the Curtis Electric
“toothpick” type originally provided with the Jug, and the
improved Curtis Electric paddle blade (symmetrical) type. For
ordnance, you are provided with 2 x500 lb. bombs, and the
paper mache 105 gal. type drop tank. Speaking of ordnance,
the .50 cal. machine gun blast tubes are properly set up
parallel with the ground, not the leading edge of the wing
itself. As an aside, I should mention that these blast tubes were
stainless steel, and should be painted bright silver. I toned
mine down somewhat, so that they wouldn’t become a focal
point of the completed model. The clear parts consist of a
windscreen, sliding canopy, gun sight, armored glass panel,
landing light, and wingtip light lenses, all nicely cast and
crystal clear.
How did all these great parts assemble? In a word, terrific.
Everything fit well, and aligned well. No problems with seams
or misalignment reared their ugly heads. Tamiya’s engineering
was as flawless on this kit as it was on it’s 48th scale brethren.
That having been said, don’t expect it to fall together with no
effort on your part. Tamiya of late has been making their sprue
attachments pretty tough (or so it seems to me), and I did
expend just a little extra effort cleaning these items up. Hey,

this is a plastic model, and you are expected to do some work,
that’s what the whole thing is all about.
There was one disappointment in store for me. The kit
markings are for a Pacific bird, and Frank Klibbe’s “Little
Chief”, 61st Fgtr Sq, 56th Fgtr Grp. Don’t get me wrong,
“Little Chief” was a very flashy bird, and with 8 kills, Klibbe
is fairly widely known. It’s just that Monogram used this
scheme for their Razorback, as did Hasegawa on their initial
1/48th Jug release, and Tamiya also used it for their quarter
scale bird. Rumor on the net has it that Tamiya will soon
release a thirty deuce Thunderbolt. If so, and if it’s a
razorback, wadda ya wanna bet it’s old HV*V again? With so
many well known razorback schemes around, it would seem
that something less hackneyed could have been selected. I
went after market for mine, doing another 61st plane, the
“Hollywood Highhatter”, and a very sharp bird it is.
In any event, if World War II fighter planes are your bag,
and you like 1/72nd scale, this is one great kit, and retails for
less than twenty bucks. I have no problem saying that Tamiya
set a standard here for other manufacturers to attain..
Have fun, Hal

Jug kits are great, large or small.
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IPMS/USA Region 1 Update for
June
Greetings,
Time for another quicky Region 1 Update.
The big news is the upcoming IPMS Nationals in Atlanta.
We're about a month out, so I hope everyone that is
going is busy firming up their plans, or working feverishly
trying to get that model complete, From what I've been
able to gather, this is going to be one of the best events
yet. The available vendor tables are sold out, and a
waiting list exists for tables, should they become
available. The main and secondary hotels are also sold
out. I know there are plenty of other hotels in the area,
so no one should have to sleep in your car, unless you
want to!! I'm looking forward to it, and hope to see a
good number of Region 1 folks there. Make sure you
look me up to say hey!!
Two Region 1 events have been posted on the IPMS
web site in the events section. A good number of
pictures from Noreastcon have been posted,
compliments of our hosts this year, IPMS
Rochester. They really capture the event, and the good
time we all had. The second set is from a recent Make
and Take hosted by IPMS North Shore. From the looks
on the happy faces of the kids, this was a very
successful event. These guys ran a great program, and
it shows.

Also on the IPMS web site are two things everyone
should know about, and participate in. One is the
balloting for the constitutional amendment now before
the body. The amendment will give the Executive Board
the authority to review the rechartering fee, and set it at
a level consistent to the operating needs of the Society.
It's felt that the current fee of $10.00 is too low to cover
the costs of the insurance, and the operating costs
related to rechartering all the chapters every year. This
is the first proposed increase in a hundred years, so
everyone should consider a yes vote. Rechartering at
$25.00 is still a great deal. The second item is the bio's
for the candidates in the upcoming national election.
While there is only one candidate for each office, I
recommend reading the bios to check out the
candidates. I think each one is very qualified for the
office they seek, and as an RC, will be happy to work
with all them. My predecessor, Jack Kennedy is running
for President this time around. I think Jack will make an
excellent President of IPMS/USA. As I mentioned, the
rest of the slate is also very good, and I know many of
them. I'll add here that the election doesn't start until
July, but encourage everyone to vote early and often!!
Voting for both can be done through the web site.
Now that the summer is nearly here, and modeling will
be taking a back seat in many of our lives until fall, I
hope everyone has a fun filled, and safe summer. The
next update will come to you after the National event, or
if breaking news comes my way.
Please share this with the officers and members of your
chapter.

Semper Fi
Doug

IPMS/USA Update from the
President
Hi Everyone:
Less than a month until the greatest show in modeling,
the IPMS/USA Atlanta Nationals and to say the least, it
is going to be a really big show. The seminar schedule is
up, the vendors are plentiful and DragonCon is right next
door. There are new product announcements coming as
well as kits available there first. Even if you can't make
the entire show, it is worth a day just to buy browse and
shop. Paul Cotcher and his
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•
crew have worked their tails off so stop by an tell
them it is appreciated (it definitely is by the E-board)
On another note, we have a constitutional
amendment out for vote. Easiest 2 minutes you can
spend is to vote on the IPMS web page. We need
about 650 votes to make it a legal election and we
are well on our way. I can tell you that next year, you
can expect many amendments which are in the
development stage at this time and getting the
necessary signatures.
Following this and at the same time the Nationals
are occurring, there will be a vote for 2006-2007
officers. We have a single slate running but it is still
your right to get out there and write in someone if
you like.

Jack Kennedy- Director of Local Chapters
•

We have chartered 202 chapters. That is up from 200
last year. We lost a five and got seven new chapters.

•

We have instituted using National Contest Rules for
regionals.

•

In the next few months we will be reviewing the
possibility of forming a region 12 that will break R-5
into two regions to make it easier for the RC to have
access to the chapters

MJ Kinney- Office Manger
•

V17J4 of the journal was sent out to 4,368
members - this number is down from the last
journal by 69 members. There were 279
members that had not renewed their
memberships as they expired with this issue. To
date (6/24/05) we have 327 new members this
year.

•

We are 6 weeks into voting on the amendment
ballot and have 340 votes as of 6/24/05. We
need to have 640 votes, either yes or no, to
make this official. We urge everyone to either
vote on line, mail their ballot found in the journal
or drop a ballot in the box at the National
Convention. We will have ballots at the National
table at the convention.

•

The E-Board will be staffing the National table at
the Convention along with your Office Manager.
You are welcome to renew your membership at
that time, encourage a modeler to join, or just
stop by to say hello. We will have golf shirts, tshirts, hats, decals, lapel pins and a new item
"IPMS patches" for sale.

•

Any chapters needing insurance for their fall
show should be thinking about getting the
necessary information in so that the insurance
coverage can be secured from the insurance
company in a timely fashion

That's it for me. If you want the nuts and bolts of the
IPMS system, we will have it at the business
meeting which is Sat at 9 AM in Atlanta. We'll post
minutes after that.
John Noack- 1st Vice President
•

Continuing to monitor the status of the
Congressional amendment to limit licensing fees
on military models. Check the website for
updates and contact information.

•

Reviews continue at a healthy pace, including
our first multi-supplier review incorporating the
Trumpeter USS Lexington with a host of
aftermarket suppliers' products being used to
upgrade and enhance the kit - watch for it at this
year's National Contest. Similar mega-reviews
are underway by other reviewers.

•

I will be meeting with new and existing industry
contacts at the convention (and at DragonCon)
to enlist their support for product reviews and
Make and Take.

Ron Bell- 2nd Vice President
•

•

Atlanta keeps chugging on saying that they're
going to be the biggest ever. They've had to
expand their hotel block and things are pointing
in the right direction.
I'm still waiting for the OC bid.

We did get the check from Phoenix. The show
made approximately $4800. Financial report will
be published soon. It is available for the OC bid.

Glen Broman- Director of Foreign Liaison
•

Here's the June update: We have a new SIG:
WarWheels, the new SIG for Armored car/Wheeled
fighting vehicles. They have a great web page and a
very motivated and enthusiastic SIG leader, Patrick
Keenan. The contact information is at
http://www.warwheels.net.
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David Von Almen- Journal Editor
•

The Journal editor is now using the assistance of Paul
Bradley and Chris Bucholtz to proof read. These two
volunteers are already fast at work.

That's it for now, if you have any questions, please direct them
to the RC's or me at dmorrissette@comcast.net
See you in Atlanta!!
Dave Morrissette
President, IPMS/USA

Product Review: Apoxie Sculpt
By Gian Montecalvo

I had been bantering about the idea of putting a coat of
zimmerit on one of my German armor pieces but was having
trouble deciding on what technique or compound to use that
would both be easy to work with and give the best results.
After ruling out the hot knife technique, I knew it would be
some sort of putty but most had the drawbacks of quick drying
and poor spread ability.
While perusing a model magazine I saw an ad for this stuff
called Apoxie Sculpt put out by Aves Studio. The ad told of its
ease of use, water clean up, non toxic, multiple colors, blah,
blah, save the Earth, blah, blah, sculpt a whale with it, blah,
blah, etc, etc. I figured what the heck and sent out my $11 for
a 1lb. tub. The stuff can be found at www.avesstudio.com.
A few days later my Apoxie Sculpt arrived. I decided to use
my 1/30 scale Panther as a test bed for this stuff figuring if I
trash the model in the process it won’t be that big of a loss.
The stuff is a 2 part compound and comes in two ½ lb.
containers. (fig 1) It is relatively odorless and each part has the
consistency of hard clay. I had ordered it in white figuring that
would be the easiest to paint, but it is available in 11 other
colors. Basically all you need to do is mix equal parts of A &
B and it’s ready for use.
After kneading a marble size ball together for a couple of
minutes the stuff turns very soft and feels like clay. It tended
to stick a little to my hands but dipping my fingers in water
quickly kept it from sticking. I started to apply small globs to
the model with a spatula and spread it to the thickness that I
wanted. This worked well but I found it easier and more
effective if I just rubbed it down into place with a wet finger.

Too much water diluted it to the point of wet mud but after a
few minutes of drying it started to return to its clay like state.
Excess clay was easily wiped away with the spatula or in very
thin spots, just diluted with water to the point that it could be
wiped away with a paper towel.
Once having the surface of the model covered with the
thickness I wanted I reached for my 1/30 scale zimmerit tool,
(a.k.a. 1/8 Craftsman screwdriver) and started to press in my
rows of ridges. (fig 2) The clay stuck to the tool a few times
tearing away from the model but since I wasn’t going for the
factory applied look I didn’t care. Dipping the tip of the
screwdriver in water solved any further sticking problems.
In less than 15 minutes I had completely covered and textured
on side of the model. Considering that I had a three hour
drying time to work with, I had plenty of time to fix any
mistakes or redo any areas that I was not satisfied with. This
was easily done by scraping off the clay and re applying it.
Since the stuff does not shrink and blends easily you could do
a section at a time either right away or days later.
After 24 hours it’s completely dry and ready to sand, drill or
whatever. I sanded off any rough peaks and then chipped away
some of the clay to simulate pieces that have fallen off the
tank.(fig 3) I also tried this while the clay was wet, either way
the result was the same. Next I turned to my attention to the
lower hull.
Since this was a motorized model there was a gaping hole on
both sides of the lower hull to allow the gears, motor and axel
to be put in place. After adjusting the placement of the idler
wheel axels I glued some evergreen across the gap on the
inside of the hull. This gave me the support I needed when I
put the Apoxie Sculpt into the gap. Once the hole was
completely filled on the hull and around the axel I just
smoothed it over with a wet finger. Once dry it looked as if the
hole never existed. Since there was no shrinkage of the clay
there wasn’t even a gap to be seen. (fig 4)

In conclusion I have to say that this stuff works really great.
It’s easy to work with, cleans up well and the best part is the
three hour working time. Although my test subject was a 1/30
scale model this stuff could just as easily been used on any
other scale. Best of all it’s not just limited to zimmerit.
Sandbags, bunker walls and pillboxes are just a few of the
other ideas I came up with. With the right size die you could
punch out dozens of wheels, gears, Frisbees or whatever.
I give the stuff 9.5 out of 10.
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Poll Results:
How many model projects do you
currently have on the bench?
30 Votes were made
8 or 26.7% said way too many!
6 or 20% said they have 4
4 or 13.3 % said they have 2
4 or 13.3% said they have 3
4 or 13.3 % said they have 5
2 or 6.7% said they have none
1 or 3.3 % said they have none
1 or 3.3% can’t remember
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Bay Colony Historical
Modelers
The President's Column FROM THE
BRIDGE

We are now into membership year, 2005 - 2006. Have
you renewed your membership? Dues will still be only
$10 per year. If you would like to pay a couple years in
advance that's ok. Mail your payments to me or see me
at a meeting, checks to be made payable to Bay Colony
Historic Modelers.
Many members made the trip into Boston for World
Expo over the July 4th weekend. They were not
disappointed. This was an outstanding take in. Ask a
member if they attended, if they just smile and get this
glazed look in their eyes, they were there. There was a
smattering of armor including some of Talal's work, I
also recognized a few names from some of the New
York chapters. A couple aircraft, but the main feature
was the tables full of figures. Some of the best figure
painters in the world had brought out their latest work.
Club members Bill Pritchard and Ray Rosario did put
some of their figures on display. Speaking for myself I
was overwhelmed. You had to take a break to gather
your wits then go back and view a few more. They had
almost as much display space as we use for Baycon and
there was hardly any empty table space! I was there
Saturday afternoon until closing. I can't tell you how
strongly I thought about going back in on Sunday
morning. I won't take the time to try to describe what
we saw, I don't have enough room. I purchased the
"official" cd of photos and will allow people to borrow
it. There are over 100 quality photos on the disk. My
complaint with this cd is that it leaves a lot of top quality
models out. Both Ray and Frank Knight took numerous
pictures and if they allow me I will try to create a
compilation disk set for the club. There were also a
number of vendors there, some local and others from
across the US. There were some interesting finds there.
The next World Expo is in three years in Barcelona,
Spain and Ray Rosario has already volunteered to go as
the club representative.
By the time you read this the IPMS Nationals in Atlanta
will be over. There are at least a couple members making
the trip, I think just to raid the latest kits from the
vendors, but I suspect they will look at a couple models

or so while they are there. I hope that they will be at the
next meeting and give us all a report of the latest
wonders that they have seen.
September is approaching fast and early September is
when I send in the list of Baycon trophies to Shane
Awards for production to start. So if you are normally a
trophy sponsor and you haven't made your commitment
yet this year, you will be hearing from me very soon.
Trophy pack sponsorship is still $25 per pack. If you
think you would like to sponsor a trophy pack and have
never done so before, just contact me and I'll explain
how easy it can be.
We are still moving forward with planning for
Noreastcon 2006 for which we are cosponsors with three
other New England clubs. If you would like to take part
in the planning stages or to take part in the operation of
this Regional event you can contact me or John Gisetto.
The "Make and Take" we did for the Raynham Cub
Scouts wiped out our supply of snap-tite kits. The snaptite kits were perfect for this level. The list of available
kits posted on the IPMS web site are all traditional glue
together kits. I contacted the coordinator and he
promised to send us a few test kits so we could try them
to establish some guidelines for working with them and
groups of kids.
I would like to remind everyone about our web site at
www.ipmsbaycolony.com and to make use of the forum
section to keep up to date as to club happenings, to do
some research, or help a member with his research
project. I and others post messages there to keep the
membership up to date as to different things taking place
or that may affect their modeling experience. Also check
the Events calendar because it is always being updated.
Bob Magina runs the web site and has produced for us a
top quality interactive product.
We are only a few months away from Baycon and there
are only a few meetings before it takes place. One of the
areas that we stress constant improvement is judging.
We are always discussing judging in some form and we
are always looking for more members to come forward
to assist. With so many new members over the last few
years, do I need to run a seminar on judging at a meeting
before the show? Let me know if you think so. Please do
that soon!
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Up Scope:
Aug 13th

October 8th 2005 Meeting

2005 Meeting

- Host – USS Massachusetts –
Battleship Cove
Fall River, MA

- Host – Quonset Air Museum –
Heading South from Providence, Rhode Island:
Route 95 South to Route 4 South. To Route 403
Exit 7.
Continue on Davisville Rd. to Quonset Rd. Bear
left at fork and follow Devils Foot Road. Go under
bridge and bear right at intersection onto Roger
Williams Road to Eccleston Avenue. Hanger 488
will be on your right.
Heading North from New London, CT:
Route 95 North to Exit 8. At intersection bear left.
At second light bear right to Route 4 South and
Quonset Point/Davisville Route 403, Exit 7. Bear
left at fork and follow Devils Foot Road. Go under
bridge and bear right at intersection onto Roger
Williams Road to Eccleston Avenue. Hanger 488
will be on your right.
The Museum can also be reached by traveling
Route 1 North or South
into North Kingstown, RI.

Sept 17th 2005 Meeting
- Host – Del Stator –
18 Stone Street
Middleboro, MA
508-947-7939
Rte 24 or 44E turn right at lights at 44 & 58.
At fork, go left on Wall Street. Go left on
Stone Street.
Del will be serving up some of his finger
licking special Stator Frogs legs. So come on
down and dig right in. Best eat'in around!!

From Boston and points north
•

Take Interstate 93 South (Southeast
Expressway) to 128 South

•

Take Route 24 South to Fall River, MA

•

Take Exit 7 (State Route 79)

•

Take Davol Street Exit (2nd Exit) and
follow signs (Waterfront, Heritage
State Park, or Battleship Cove) along
the waterfront to Battleship Cove.

From the Newport (RI) area and points south
•
•
•

Take State Route 114 North or 138
North to Route 24 North
Take Interstate 195 West to Fall River,
MA
Take Exit 5 before the Braga Bridge

Pres Column Cont’d
One last thing. I am considering running a seminar for
painting faces for 1/35 scale and 54mm figures for armor
or dioramas with acrylic hobby paints. I did this for
MCNE and the Toy Soldier club last year. (This method
will adapt to 1/72 scale work also.) This would not be at
a meeting. It would be hands on, paint a face or four
some afternoon or evening. You would have to do some
prep work beforehand. I would then demonstrate step by
step and you would follow along. It would be limited to
3 or 4 people at a time. Please let me know if you might
be interested.
As always, you can reach me on the web at
jjnick@lycos.com .
God bless America! Happy modeling and give kits to
kids!
John J. Nickerson
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In Range:

July 9th Meeting – Kevin Conlon

June 11th Meeting – David Tanguay
1/48th Scale Bf-109 G-6 – Hal Marshman Sr.
1/48th Scale F9F-5 Panther – Bob Don
1/48th Scale Sea Mosquito – Bob Don
1/72nd Scale Bren Carrier – Bob Don
190mm Scale NY Fire Dept – Joe McDonald Jr.
1/48th Scale T-34 Turbo Mentor –Joe McDonald Sr.
1/48th Scale He 51 Floatplane – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Scale Gaz Jeep & AT Gun Lim- Joe McDonald Sr.
190mm Scale Mixtec Warrior Bust – Joe McDonald Sr.
Raffle: – None
In Attendance:
David Tanguay
Hal Marshman Sr.
Ray Rosario
Bob Don
Joe McDonald Sr.
Chris Libucha
Kevin Colburn

Bob Magina
John Gisetto Sr.
David Sargood
Bill Pritchard
Brian Millette
Kevin Conlon

1/48th Scale AD 6 Skyraider – Bob Don
1/48th Scale Ryan Fireball – Bill Collins
1/48th Scale Me 109-G6 – Bill Collins
1/35th Scale Clueless in Con Thein (WIP) – Jeff Marron
1/20th Scale Lola/Ford engine (WIP) – Chris Libucha
1/48th Scale F4U-1a Corsair – Hal Marshman Sr.
1/30th Scale Panther – Gian Montecalvo
1/24th Scale 79 Mustang Pace Car – Gil Costa
1/16th Scale Mod German Tankers – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/72nd Scale Armored Car – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/32nd Scale Fokker DR-1 – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/4th Scale Paratrooper Bust – Hal Marshman Sr.
Raffle: 1/48th Scale Sopwith Camel – Winner Gil Costa
1/48th Scale F4U-7 – Winner Chris Libucha
D-Day Book – Winner Ray Rosario
In Attendance:
Bob Magina
Kevin Conlon
Hal Marshman Sr.
Kevin Colburn
Stan Wright
Tony Fallon
Bill Collins
Chris Libucha
John Callery

Gil Costa
Jeff Marron
John Nickerson
Bob Don
John Gissetto
Ray Rosario
Joe McDonald Sr.
Gian Montecalvo
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Mission Models to form the muffler screen and it
worked quite well.

Aber Photo etch Sets for the
DML Early Hetzer #6030
By Robert Magina
I recently had a chance to acquire the Aber set of
PE # 35112 for the DML Early Hetzer I am
building. I also purchased a set of the Aber PE
Fenders # 35114 for this kit as well. I was very
pleasantly surprised.
Instructions contained in both sets are very clear
and pretty complete. They are mostly drawings of
PE placement. Everything is clearly numbered and
matches up quite nicely to the PE trees.
The PE itself is a soft brass, which bends real easy
when you are forming the parts for assembly. They
are much easier to work with than the PE included
in the DML kit, which tends to be very rigid and
harder for form. The only problem I had was
forming the rear fenders. The bend line appears on
the bottom of the part so when you use your PE
bender (I have the Etchmate one) this bend line
appears on the bottom where you can’t see it to use
the bender. So I used a pair of long nosed needle
nose pliers and carefully bent the edge in place on
the fenders. All other parts bend up fine with your
PE bender. I used the new round PE bender by

The Aber parts are plentiful on the trees. They give
you quite a bit of additional detail you can add to
the DML Hetzer. Tool brackets, track brackets,
hinges, clamps, muffler screen, engine screen,
toolbox, side skirts, etc. One piece in particular I
liked is the Tool Box, which is mounted on the
Hetzer rear fender. It really looks like the real thing
and is a vast improvement over the kit-supplied
toolbox, which isn’t even perforated like the real
one is and like the one Aber gives you. The only
thing here is that for this box you really need to
solder it together. Glue will not work here. Another
very nice detail supplied by Aber is the side skirts.
The skirts and the brackets to mount them on the
Hetzer are impressive. Again solder here to affix the
brackets to the back of the skirts. This was my first
time soldering and it was much easier than I
thought. I used a Radio Shack solder iron with
solder and flux from Micro Marks. The front and
rear fenders are just awesome and are so much
better than the kit ones. I was able to glue the
brackets to the fenders rather than using solder. I
used a fair amount of the PE provided but like most
modelers never used it all. More for the parts box.
To sum up, if you are going to build the DML
Hetzer these PE sets by Aber are a must. They will
really improve your model. They are not hard to
use. Price is about $18 for the basic PE set for the
Hetzer (Early) and about $7 for the fender Set.
Check out the photos of the PE unpainted on the
model. I highly recommend these sets.

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
12 Garrison Drive
Plainville, MA 02762

